ABSTRACT Fusarium graminearum Schwabe [teleomorph: Gibberella zeae (Schweintiz) Petch] has been identified as a pathogen of soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.] causing seed, seedling damping-off and root rot in North America. A major quantitative disease resistance locus (QDRL) that contributed 38.5% of the phenotypic variance toward F. graminearum in soybean was previously identified through mapping of a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population derived from a cross between 'Wyandot' and PI 567301B. This major QDRL mapped to chromosome 8 to a predicted 305 kb region harboring 36 genes. This locus maps near the Rhg4 locus for soybean cyst nematode (SCN) and the I locus contributing to seed coat color. Long-read sequencing of the region was completed and variations in gene sequence and gene order compared with the 'Williams 82' reference were identified. Molecular markers were developed for genes within this region and mapped in the original population, slightly narrowing the region of interest.
F
usarium graminearum is considered the most important pathogen affecting field crops among the Fusarium species reported in Ohio. In addition to causing severe outbreaks of Gibberella stalk rot of corn (Zea mays L.) and head scab of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.), F. graminearum causes root and seedling rot of soybean. Fusarium graminearum was first identified as a pathogen of soybean in 2004 in South America (Pioli et al., 2004) followed by reports in both Ohio (Broders et al., 2007) and Iowa (Díaz et al., 2013) 
in the United
States and Ontario, Canada (Xue et al., 2007) . These reports of F. graminearum affecting soybean as well as dry bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.) (Bilgi et al., 2011) and potato (Solanum tuberosum L.) (Ali et al., 2005) have been attributed to the build-up of inoculum through the use of reduced-or no-tillage production systems, which preserves the soil, increases organic matter, and prevents erosion. Reduced-tillage allows soybean and corn residue to remain on the soil surface, providing overwintering sites for this fungus and subsequent high levels of primary inoculum (McMullen et al., 1997) . Reduced-tillage also contributes to longer periods of time for seed germination, as the residue left behind prevents the soil from warming. In addition, >1.2 million ha in Ohio are in a corn-soybean or corn-soybean-wheat rotation. Thus, the current production methods encourage survival of F. graminearum (Broders et al., 2007; Ellis et al., 2011) .
Resistance to F. graminearum has been identified as quantitative in barley (Hordeum vulgare L.), wheat, and ear and stalk rot of corn (Anderson et al., 2001; Buerstmayr et al., 2002; Gervais et al., 2003; Waldron et al., 1999; Zhou et al., 2002) . The same has held true for soybean as four RIL mapping populations identified both major and minor QDRL toward F. graminearum (Acharya et al., 2015; Cheng et al., 2017; Ellis et al., 2012; Stasko et al., 2016) . Minor QDRL, explaining <10% of the phenotypic variance, were identified in two generations of a RIL population derived from a cross of 'Conrad' (resistant) ´ 'Sloan' (susceptible) (Ellis et al., 2012; Stasko et al., 2016) . In 184 F 7:10 RILs derived from a cross of 'Wyandot' (susceptible) ´ PI 567301B (resistant) two QDRL were identified. Of these, one major and one minor QDRL were mapped on chromosomes 8 and 6, explaining 38.5 and 8.1% of the phenotypic variance, respectively (Acharya et al., 2015) . Recently, a second major QDRL contributing 40.2% of the phenotypic variance was mapped in a RIL F 6:7 population, which was derived from a cross of PI 567516C (resistant) ´ 'Magellan' (susceptible) to chromosome 6 (Cheng et al., 2017) .
The major QDRL identified on chromosome 8 with resistance from PI 567301B mapped to a 305 kb region in the Williams 82 reference genome sequence in which 36 genes are annotated. However, few of these genes have been reported previously to play a role in resistance to plant pathogens. This same region potentially overlaps the Rhg4 locus for SCN resistance (www.soybase.org, accessed Dec. 2017) in the soybean genetic linkage map (Consensus Map 4.0; Arriagada et al., 2012; Guo et al., 2005; Ferreira et al., 2011; Meksem et al., 2001; Vuong et al., 2011; Webb et al., 1995; Wu et al., 2009) albeit; both Wyandot and PI 567301B are susceptible to SCN (www.soybase.org accessed Dec. 2017; www.ars-grin.gov accessed Dec. 2017) .
This major QDRL with resistance from PI 567301B, which has greenish-brown color seed coat, also maps near the I locus. This locus is known to influence seed coat color and presence or absence of anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins (Heller and Hahlbrock, 1980; Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) . The dominant I allele inhibits seed coat color resulting in a yellow seed coat, whereas the homozygous recessive i allele results in a pigmented seed coat color. The I locus contains a naturally occurring duplication of chalcone synthase (CHS) genes (Todd and Vodkin, 1996; Senda et al., 2002; . Chalcone synthase is known to play a key role in the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway that can result in production of secondary metabolite precursors such as proanthocyanidins and anthocyanins, which have been shown to have antifungal properties (Heller and Hahlbrock, 1980) . The BAC104J7, derived from Williams 82 (Marek and Shoemaker, 1996) , which has a yellow seed coat, contains the sequence of the i i allele, which has two identical inverted repeated CHS clusters that were previously verified in soybean genotypes with the I and i i alleles . Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008] and BAC56G2 [No. EF623856] [Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008] ). Both the I and Rhg4 locus have been mapped to linkage group A2 on chromosome 8 (Keim et al., 1990; Webb et al., 1995) and these loci have a tight genetic linkage of 0.35 to 1 cM (Matson and Williams, 1965; Webb et al., 1995) . As previously stated in Acharya et al. (2015) , the major QDRL on chromosome 8 potentially overlaps the Rhg4 locus (www.soybase.org) in the Soybean Consensus map 4.0 (Arriagada et al., 2012; Ferreira et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2005; Mahalingam and Skorupska, 1995; Meksem et al., 2001; Vuong et al., 2011; Webb et al., 1995; Wu et al., 2009) . Potentially, because of the locations and the extensive sequencing of these BACs, they may provide clues to genomic arrangement and the genes associated with the major QDRL region for resistance to F. graminearum on chromosome 8 vs. the Williams 82 reference genome.
We hypothesized that genes within the QDRL region on chromosome 8 would confer resistance to F. graminearum. Thus, our objective was to identify candidate genes that contribute to the expression of this major QDRL to F. graminearum in soybean. In this study, a combination of long-range sequencing of genes putatively within the region and comparison between the two parents, fine mapping, RNA-sequencing, and hybrid genome assembly were used to dissect and characterize the genes involved in quantitative disease resistance to F. graminearum at the major QDRL on chromosome 8 in the Wyandot ´ PI 567301B population. We were able to resequence the region, identifying key differences among the Williams 82 reference, PI 567301B, and Wyandot sequence. Using the sequences from previously published BAC clones located near the QDRL region as a reference, we were able to reassemble the QDRL region and examine the expression of genes in this locus to identify putative candidate genes for resistance to F. graminearum in soybean PI 567301B.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Polymerase Chain Reaction for MiSeq Fragment Amplification and Sequencing
The first step to characterize this major QDRL was to develop additional markers from the genes between the previously published flanking markers (Acharya et al., 2015) . Primer3Plus (Untergasser et al., 2012) was used to design primers and amplify 3 kb flanking upstream and 1 kb downstream for a total of 38 genes of which 36 were predicted in the Williams 82 reference genome (Wm82.a2.v1; www.phytozome.net/soybean) in the 305-kb region of the major QDRL on chromosome 8 and two additional known resistances genes upstream of the region in both Wyandot and PI 567301B soybean DNA (Supplemental Table S1 ). These genes were amplified by means of long-range polymerase chain reaction (PCR) (Supplemental Table S2 ) using a PrimeSTAR GXL polymerase (Takara, Japan) following the manufacturer's protocol. The thermocycle conditions were 30 cycles of 98°C for 10 sec, 68°C for 20 sec kb −1 using a CFX96 real-time PCR thermocycler (BioRad Laboratories, Inc.). The PCR reactions included 10 mL 5´ PrimerStar GXL buffer (Mg2+ plus), 4 mL dNTP (2.5 mM each), 2 mL PrimeStar GXL DNA polymerase, 10 pmol forward primer, 10 pmol reverse primer, 200 ng DNA, 30 mL H 2 O, for a total reaction of 50 mL. Gel electrophoresis was done on a 1% agarose gel for 1 h at 87 V for presence of band and estimation of size with 1 kb plus ladder (Thermo Scientific). DNA fragments were quality and quantity checked using Nanodrop 1000 spectrophotometer (Nanodrop Technologies) and Qubit (Qubit Fluorimeter 2.0, Sage Science), respectively. The amplicons from the 38 genes from both cultivars were pooled in two separate libraries and run in one lane. Illumina MiSeq 330 bp paired-end (PE) reads was used to sequence the long-range amplicon pools of the 38 genes in two separate runs. Sequences from each pool were mapped back to Williams 82 on chromosome 8 and approximately 87.3 and 84.9% of the reads from PI 567301B and Wyandot, respectively, mapped to the reference sequence (Wm82. a2.v1; www.phytozome.net/soybean).
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Discovery and KASP Marker Development
Single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) analysis was completed using sequencing reads from the MiSeq data of the 36 genes within the locus and two near the locus based on Williams 82 reference (www.phytozome.net/ soybean). The SNPs were discovered by mapping Wyandot derived reads to PI 567301B consensus sequence using CLC bio (CLC Genomics Workbench 9.5.3; https:// www.qiagenbioinformatics.com). Required variant probability was set to 80% and minimum coverage was set to 4. To confirm SNP data, Kompetitive allele specific PCR (KASP) markers (LGC Genomics) were designed for the nonsynonymous and synonymous SNPs in the coding region of the genes (Supplemental Table S3 ). The KASP genotype reaction was prepared according to manufacturer's protocols with 5mL of 2´ KASP master mix, 5 mL of 50 ng mL −1 DNA, and 0.14 mL of KASP assay mix. Reactions were performed on the C1000 Touch thermocycler (BioRad Laboratories, Inc.) using the following conditions: 10 cycles of 94°C for 20 sec, 65°C for 1 min with a −0.8°C decrease per cycle, then 29 cycles of 94°C for 20 sec, and 57°C for 1 min. Products were then read for fluorescence under the following conditions: 37°C for 1 min using the CFX96 real-time PCR thermocycler (BioRad Laboratories, Inc.).
Genetic Mapping and Quantitative Disease Resistance Loci Mapping
Genotype data was comprised of a combination of SNP genotyping performed using the Infinium BARCSoySNP6k BeadChip; a subset of the SoySNP50k BeadChip (Song et al., 2013 ) with genotypes scored as described in Lee et al. (2015) ; simple sequence repeat markers (Acharya et al., 2015) ; and KASP markers designed to increase marker density in the QDRL region on chromosome 8. Newly designed KASP markers were assayed using DNA extracted from young leaf tissue from each RIL as previously described .
For the development of a genetic map, a subset of 293 F 7:10 RILs derived from the cross of Wyandot ´ PI 567301B were selected based on the availability of DNA for the RIL and the amount of missing data. A de novo genetic map was constructed with these RILs and 166 genetic markers in JoinMap 4.0 (van Ooijen, 2006) . Maximum likelihood mapping using Kosambi mapping function with a logarithm of the odds (LOD) threshold of 4 for grouping was used to construct the map.
For this study, composite interval mapping was conducted on the newly generated linkage map with additional markers added to the QDRL region on chromosome 8 and phenotypes (best linear unbiased predictors) derived from Acharya et al. (2015) using rQTL (Broman et al., 2003) . The significance threshold was determined by a 10,000-permutation using the EM method and Kosambi mapping function (used default value of covariates of 3).
Long-Range Sequencing with MinION Nanopore
To verify the organization and genes within this QDRL region, long-range sequencing was done. For MinION sequencing, the 305-kb region on chromosome 8 from Williams 82 was divided into ~20 kb overlapping fragments for a total of 16 fragments for PI 567301B and Wyandot. Sixteen primer sets were designed using Primer3Plus (Untergasser et al., 2012) with each reverse primer overlapping the subsequent forward primer (Supplemental Table S4 ). Each fragment was amplified using PrimeSTAR GXL polymerase (Takara, Japan) following manufacturer's protocols stated previously. Gel electrophoresis was run on a 1% agarose gel and presence of band and size were determined using the 1-kb plus ladder (Thermo Scientific). Fragment quantity was measured using Qubit (Qubit Fluorimeter 2.0, Sage Science). All samples were pooled in equal molar concentrations and purified using ethanol precipitation (Green and Sambrook, 2016) . Precipitated product was resuspended for a total DNA concentration of 1.5 mg. The amplicons from Wyandot and PI 567301B DNA were concentrated and pooled separately. Amplicons from both PI 567301B and Wyandot included 12 bp of Min-ION barcodes on both forward and reverse primers sets. Sequencing occurred in three separate runs: one run for Wyandot fragments; one for PI 567301B; and one run for amplicons from low coverage regions or missing sequences, which included those from both PI 567301B and Wyandot. A total of 1.5 mg of DNA was used in each sequencing run.
Assembly of MinION Nanopore Reads
MinION nanopore reads were assembled using the Oxford Nanopore (MinION) and Illumina MiSeq reads in the SPAdes (Nurk et al., 2013) hybrid assembly. MinION reads were assembled using Canu (Koren et al., 2017) . Canu contigs were polished with Illumina MiSeq short reads using Pilon (Walker et al., 2014) and correction of the contigs was completed with Illumina MiSeq data. Three BAC clones-BAC56G2, BAC104J7, and BAC77G7-a-have been thoroughly sequenced and mapped near our QDRL region Matson and Williams, 1965; Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008; Webb et al., 1995) . Thus, these BACs were used as reference sequences throughout this study. A hybrid SPAdes (Nurk et al., 2013) assembly was used to build scaffolds. Assembled and unassembled MinION contigs, Illumina MiSeq reads and BAC56G2, and a merged contig of BAC104J7 and BAC77G7-a were used as trusted contigs as in input into SPAdes. SPAdes assemblies of the Wyandot and PI 567301B reads were run separately and parameters were set to careful. A second SPAdes assembly was completed on the sequence retrieved when amplifying the low coverage or missing sequences (referred to as gap regions), again the three BACs were used as trusted contigs and assembly was run separately for Wyandot and PI 5657301B reads. A last SPAdes assembly was run using the output scaffolds of the first two SPAdes assemblies as trusted contigs, Illumina MiSeq reads, and all reads from all MinION runs for Wyandot and PI 567301B. SPAdes output scaffolds were then used as input for Genome Finishing Module (CLC Bio; CLC Genomics Workbench 9.5.3) aligning contigs to them and using MinION long reads to join overlapping and subsequent contigs. Output consensus contigs >10 kb from Genome Finishing Module along with >1-kb fragments to fill gaps were mapped to BAC56G2 and the consensus of the two merged BACs using Graphmap (Sović et al., 2016) . Contigs that uniquely mapped to the three BAC clone sequence were polished with MiSeq reads using Pilon. All MinION and MiSeq reads were mapped back to the polished contigs to confirm correct assembly; all contigs were supported and included. The confirmed contigs were used for gene prediction analysis.
Gene Prediction and Annotation
From the new assemblies of the region in Wyandot and PI 567301B, genes were ab initio predicted and annotated using GenSAS (V5.1; Humann et al., 2018) . For ab initio predictions, FgeneSH (Solovyev et al., 2006) was used with soybean-specific gene-finding parameters along with Augustus trained using HiSeq reads and Arabidopsis thaliana parameter file. For GeneEvidence modeler in GenSAS Augustus was weighted three and FgeneSH weighted one. The expressed sequence tag verification was completed by mapping HiSeq reads to the contigs. Each predicted translated gene was subjected to BLASTp nonredundant plant database in the National Center for Biotechnology (NCBI) to assign putative functions.
Fusarium graminearum Inoculum Production
Fusarium graminearum isolate Fay 11 was used for all phenotyping of RILs, and additional germplasm with a rolled-towel assay as previously described (Ellis et al., 2011; Acharya et al., 2015) . The isolate was recovered from soybean and identified as highly aggressive compared with other F. graminearum isolates in previous studies (Ellis et al., 2011) . A 10% glycerol solution was used to store F. graminearum macroconidia in cryovials (Corning) at −80°C. Inoculum was produced on mung bean agar and grown on a 12 h light vs. dark cycle under fluorescent lights for 10 d. Using a glass rod, macroconidia were dislodged from the agar plates with 5 mL of sterile distilled water. The suspension was filtered through four to six layers of sterile cheesecloth to prevent the introduction of mycelia fragments into the suspension. The concentration of macroconidia was calculated using a hemacytometer (Bright-Line Hemacytometer, Hausser Scientific), with the addition of sterile distilled water for a final concentration of 2.5 ´ 10 4 macroconidia mL −1 (Ellis et al., 2011) .
Phenotypic Evaluation Through Roll Towel Assay
The phenotypes of all of the RIL families, GRIN accessions, parents, and checks were assessed using the rolledtowel assay as previously described (Ellis et al., 2012; Acharya et al., 2015) with slight modifications. Briefly, germination paper was moistened with deionized water and 15 seeds from each genotype were placed ~2.5 cm apart and immediately inoculated with 100 mL of 2.5 ´ 10 4 macroconidia mL −1
. An additional moistened germination paper was placed on top of the inoculated seeds, rolled, and placed on a wire mesh platform in the bottom of a 25-L bucket. Each bucket was covered with a black plastic bag and placed in the dark for 7 to 10 d at room temperature (22-25°C). Seven to 10 d after inoculation, lesion length and total length of each germinated seedling was measured. Disease severity index (DSI) was then calculated by dividing lesion length by the total seedling length and multiplied by 100. Within each assay, each bucket held 20 to 25 towels including the two parents of the RIL population and check cultivars, which included 'Sloan', 'Conrad', and Williams 82. There was a minimum of three replications for each RIL or GRIN accession.
The mean DSI was calculated for checks and each genotype by taking the average DSI from 15 seedlings in each rolled towel in every replication in each experiment.
The checks were evaluated in PROC GLM using SAS version 9.4 (SAS Institute, 2013). Mean separation was made with Fisher's protected least significant difference.
Polymerase Chain Reaction Verification of 27-kb Chalcone Synthase Clusters
Once the new assemblies and markers indicated that the BACs and this region of resistance overlapped, the primers from Clough et al. (2004) , Tuteja et al. (2004) , and Tuteja and Vodkin, (2008) that flanked CHS Clusters A and Cluster B were used to amplify 15 fragments in both Wyandot and PI 567301B. Amplification was run following protocol from Tuteja et al. (2004) with GoTaq polymerase (Promega) on a C1000 Touch thermocycler (BioRad Laboratories, Inc.) and amplicons were run in a 1% agarose gel for band presence and size.
RNA Extraction and Preparation for all RNASequencing Experiments
For all RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) experiments, PI 567301B and Wyandot soybean seeds were inoculated with F. graminearum macroconidia following procedures outlined above (Ellis et al., 2011) or mock inoculated with sterile deionized water. At 48 h after inoculation, tissue of four entire germinated seedlings was collected from each treatment from three replicates. Total RNA was isolated from each replicate of infected and mock inoculated tissue using RNeasy Plant Minikit (Qiagen) following the manufacturers protocol. Quality and quantity of RNA was measured using TapeStation (Agilent Technologies 4200) and Qubit (Qubit Fluorimeter 2.0, Sage Science), respectively. From each treatment, 1 mg of total RNA was used for cDNA libraries and these were PE sequenced on the Illumina Hi-seq2500.
RNA-Sequencing using BAC104J7 Containing the I Locus as a Reference Quality of reads was checked using FastQC post-and preadaptor trimming (Andrews, 2010) . Scythe (Buffalo, 2011) and sickle (Joshi and Fass, 2011) were used for adaptor removal and quality trimming, respectively. The filtered reads were mapped to the BAC104J7 reference using bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) and TopHat2 (Kim et al., 2013) . Transcript reads were counted using HTSeq-count (Love et al., 2014) . Gene counts were normalized and filtered with the parameters of genes with less than two counts per million removed. Differential gene expression was compared between mock and inoculated treatments as well as between cultivars using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) .
Transcript Discovery and RNA-sequencing CLC Bio (CLC Genomics Workbench 9.5.3) was used for transcript discovery and gene count. Because two of the BAC clones sequence lacked gff3 annotations from Genbank, the transcript discovery pipeline was used on the sequence of the three BACs using CLC Bio. For large-gapread mapping, HiSeq reads were mapped to the BAC56G2 and the merged BAC104J7 and BAC77G7-a. Manual parameters were set to a maximum number of hits for a segment equal to 10 reads mapped and similarity equal to 0.9, mismatch cost equal to 2, and insert and deletion cost equal to 3. For transcript discovery, nonstrand specific parameters were set with minimum unique observations of five and ignore duplicate reads and nonspecific matches were enabled as well as extend existing annotations.
The output of the transcript discovery was used at the reference sequence for mapping. Transcripts from the HiSeq reads were mapped back to the transcript discovery output and mapped transcripts were counted in CLC Bio. Counts were exported from CLC Bio and differential gene expression analysis was completed using DeSeq2 (Love et al., 2014) . The same parameters from previous differential expression analysis were used, that is, gene counts that were normalized and genes with less than two counts per million were removed. Differential gene expression was performed between mock and inoculated treatments as well as between cultivars using DESeq2 (Love et al., 2014) .
RESULTS
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Discovery Between PI 567301B and Wyandot Alleles using MiSeq Reads and Genotyping A total of 38 genes were amplified and sequenced that were previously annotated in the Williams 82 reference genome (Wm82.a2.v1; www.phytozome.gov; Supplemental Table S1 ) between the two BARC markers flanking the 305-kb QDRL region including two predicted genes, a leucine-rich repeat protein kinase (Glyma.08G107700), and a heat-shock transcription factor (Glyma.08108600) (near <70,000 bp) from the QDRL region on chromosome 8 from the original map (Acharya et al., 2015) . Amplicon sequences of these 38 genes, including the 3 kb flanking upstream and 1 kb downstream, were compared between PI 567301B and Wyandot. A total of 602 SNPs, 15 multiple nucleotide variants, and 99 insertions and deletions were detected from the gene sequences between the parents in this region (Supplemental Table S5 ). In the coding regions, 22 of the 38 genes contained SNPs for a total of 61 coding region SNPs, of which 31 were nonsynonymous. Interestingly, there were five nonsense SNPs (Supplemental Table  S3 ), three and two of which were identified in Wyandot and PI 567301B, respectively. The KASP (He et al., 2014) markers were designed for a total of 35 nonsynonymous and synonymous SNPs in the coding regions representing 20 genes (Supplemental Table S3 ).
Genetic Map Reconstruction and Fine Mapping of the Quantitative Disease Resistance Locus Region
Seven of the new KASP markers developed from coding regions of genes that were thought to be in the QDRL region were used on the full population for reconstruction of the genetic map (previously generated in Acharya et al. [2015] and Lee et al. [2015] ) to narrow the QDRL region. In the de novo genetic map, 166 genetic markers were represented in one linkage group on chromosome 8 (Fig. 1) . As expected, a QDRL was identified by composite interval mapping and was highly significant with LOD score of 19.52 in relation to a LOD threshold of 2.33 (a = 0.05) (Supplemental Fig. S1 ). The same peak marker (ss715602773) was identified in this study as previously found by Acharya et al. (2015) ; however, left and right flanking markers differed between this study and previous mappings. The KASP marker 111300_2 and BARC marker ss715602801 flanks the QDRL region (Table 1) .
As compared with Acharya et al. (2015) , the QDRL interval was reduced by more than half, from 6.5 to 2.7 cM. Yet, if the Williams 82 genome (Wm82.a2.v1, www.phytozome.gov; accessed July, 2017) is applied as a reference, the genomic region between the two flanking markers is 240 kb, only 20% reduced from Acharya et al. (2015) and, at 36 predicted genes, possess nearly the same number of predicted genes. Because of the lack of obvious candidate genes that were theoretically within the QDRL, we investigated the potential existence of novel genes and organization within this region, thus our focus moved toward targeted resequencing of the full QDRL region.
Oxford Nanopore Long-Read Sequencing of Major Quantitative Disease Resistance Locus Region on Chromosome 8 Using the Williams 82 genome as a reference, the entire 305-kb region carrying the major QDRL for F. graminearum resistance was divided into 16 overlapping ~20-kb fragments. Primers were developed for each fragment and 15 of the 16 were amplified in both PI 567301B and Wyandot and sequenced in two separate pools using MinION (Supplemental Table S4 ). Assembled and unassembled amplicons derived from MinION reads were mapped back to the Williams 82 reference sequence. After multiple alignments and BLAST results, it was concluded that the gene arrangement in the PI 567301B and Wyandot differed from the Williams 82 reference (Supplemental Fig. S2A,B) .
Two well-studied regions, Rhg4 and the I locus, are located up-and downstream, respectively, of the major QDRL region on chromosome 8 in the Williams 82 reference (Keim et al., 1990; Webb et al., 1995) . Based on the soybean genetic linkage map (Consensus Map 4.0), the Rhg4 locus (Arriagada et al., 2012; Ferreira et al., 2011; Guo et al., 2005; Mahalingam and Skorupska, 1995; Meksem et al., 2001; Vuong et al., 2011; Webb et al., 1995; Wu et al., 2009 ) may overlap the QDRL locus. The I locus maps 2 to 3 cM from the major QDRL for F. graminearum. To assemble this region, sequence of BAC clones from other studies on Rhg4 (BAC56G2) and the I locus (BAC104J7 and BAC77G7-a) Keim et al., 1990; Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008; Webb et al., 1995) were used as trusted contigs in a hybrid SPAdes assembly (Nurk et al., 2013) . Specifically, BAC104J7 and BAC77G7-a, which overlap by ~60 kb, encompassing the I locus, were merged into one consensus contig. Based on the markers used in this study, BAC56G2 encompassing Rhg4 maps in close proximity to BAC104J7 and BAC77G7-a, but because of gaps and rearrangements in the sequence, the exact distance could not be determined.
Using a combination of Illumina MiSeq PE reads from the sequence obtained from 38 genes in the QDRL region through long-range amplification of PI 567301B and Wyandot, MinION nanopore assembled contigs of the QDRL region from PI 567301B and Wyandot, and the three BAC clone sequence as trusted contigs, this Lee et al. (2015) in italics, markers flanking the quantitative disease resistant loci (QDRL) for Fusarium graminearum published in Acharya et al. (2015) in red, markers flanking the QDRL for F. graminearum from this study in green, and the peak marker for the QDRL from both the present and Acharya et al. (2015) in bold. Conversion of ssID markers to Glyma.1 and Glyma.2 versions are referenced in Supplemental Table S12. 305-kb region was spanned with 12 contigs from the PI 567301B assembly and 15 from Wyandot. However, short regions with small numbers of short reads between contigs still remained. These regions were amplified again with the same primer sets and additional primers developed from the new sequence, resequenced using MinION nanopore (Supplemental Table S4 ), and reassembled with SPAdes. As a result of the resequencing and reassembly, a total of three contigs covered 248 kb of this region for PI 567301B and 20 contigs covered 258 kb for Wyandot (Supplemental Table S6 , S7).
Genes were ab initio predicted for each contig. A total of 26 and 28 genes were predicted in the PI 567301B and Wyandot assembled contigs, respectively (Supplemental Table S8 , S9). Illumina HiSeq reads derived from PI 567301B and Wyandot RNA were mapped back to the corresponding assembled contigs in both the PI 567301B and Wyandot assemblies to confirm support for the gene predictions (Supplemental Table S8 , S9). Fifteen of the 52 genes originally predicted from the BAC56G2, BAC104J7, and BAC77G7-a sequence were similar to genes predicted either in PI 567301B or Wyandot assemblies Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) (Table 2 ). However, there were key differences in gene prediction arrangements in the Wyandot and PI 567301B sequenced compared with the predicted genes in BAC104J7 harboring the inverted repeat cluster of CHS genes in the I locus. This may be due to this region containing numerous copies of the same or similar CHS genes, making gene assembly and prediction in this region challenging. Additional sequencing of the ~12 predicted CHS repeats Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) , including the inverted repeat cluster in the PI 567301B and Wyandot genotypes, are needed to further confirm this arrangement. The difference in the total number of genes predicted in PI 567301B and Wyandot assemblies compared with the BAC clone sequence likely is due to unassembled regions as well as using a different ab initio gene prediction approach in this study vs. the gene prediction software FGeneSH (Solovyev et al., 2006; www.softberry.com) with the Medicago truncatula training set used previously (Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) .
To further define the differences between the newly assembled QDRL region in PI 567301B and Wyandot and to identify candidate genes, we compared the gene arrangement between these two parents: the BACs and Williams82 (Table 2) . Three clusters of genes were found to have the same genes and arrangement in both of the parent assemblies. In both assemblies, the first cluster of six genes corresponding to Gm.00g000010.m01-Gm.00g000090.m01 in the Wyandot assembly had the same predicted gene function (Supplemental Table S8 , S9). In the second cluster of genes, including Gm.000140. m01-Gm.000160.m01 and Gm.000190.m01 in the Wyandot assembly, the genes were rearranged relative to the PI 567310B assembly ( Fig. 2; Supplemental Table S8 , S9). The third cluster of genes is located before the second cluster (Fig. 2) . The third cluster of genes contains an additional copy of a gene putatively encoding aserine hydroxymethyltransferase (predicted serine hydroxymethyltransferase 2 isoform [SMHT] ) and a UDP-glucuronate 4-epimerase 6-like gene that are both in PI 567301B but absent in the Wyandot assembly (Table 2; Supplemental Table S8,  S9) . Genes corresponding to names Gm.000210.m01, Gm.000250.m01, Gm.000280.m01, and Gm.000310.m01 also had the same gene prediction in both parents (Table  2; Supplemental Table S8 , S9). However, throughout this third cluster of genes, there were additional hypothetical proteins and uncharacterized proteins predicted in the Wyandot assembly. In PI 567301B there were two genes predicted in this third cluster that putatively encode a TBC1 family domain member and a scaffold attachment B1 predicted protein that were not present in the Wyandot assembly (Table 2) . Along with the three gene clusters, there were an additional 10 genes annotated in PI 567301B that were not present in the Wyandot assembly, and 12 genes were annotated in the Wyandot assembly that were not in the PI 567301B assembly. A total of 15 genes predicted in the PI 567301B assembly were also present in the BAC clone sequences, and only eight genes were present in both the PI 567301B assembly and Williams 82. As for the Wyandot assembly, a total of 14 genes were predicted in both the Wyandot and BAC clone sequences, and only five genes between Wyandot and Williams 82 had similar gene predictions (Table 2 ). These results indicate that there are gene content differences and arrangements between PI 567301B and Wyandot; however, additional sequencing of those regions is needed to confirm absence or presence of these genes. Identification of an additional SHMT isoform in the PI 567301B assembly was intriguing in light of the role SHMT plays in resistance to SCN (Kandoth et al., 2017) , albeit PI 567301B is susceptible to SCN.
To determine if any of the genes within the 305-kb region were associated with sequence from the BACs, the 35 KASP markers designed from MiSeq reads were mapped to the three BAC clone sequences. Of these markers, 12 were present and uniquely mapping in the BAC clone sequences. In both the Wyandot and PI 567301B assemblies KASP markers located in BAC56G2, 104J7, and 77G7-a were identified. These results confirm the use of the Table 1 . Quantitative disease resistance loci conferring resistance to Fusarium graminearum identified via composite interval mapping of 154 F 7:10 recombinant inbred lines derived from 'Wyandot' ´ PI 567301B using the genetic map generated with markers developed in this study. --- † Putative gene functions derived from predicted genes from assembled contigs in both PI 567301B and Wyandot and annotated in GenSAS (v1.5). PI, PI 567301B. ‡ Wyndt, Wyandot; PI, PI 567301B. Gene name predicted in corresponding assembly, gene name reduced from Gm.00g000000.m01 and PI567.00g000000.m0 to G plus last three gene numbers. A full list of gene names and predicted functions from the two assemblies can be found in Supplemental Table S8 and S9. § All genes annotated in three BAC clone sequences 56G2, 104J7, and 77G7-a are represented Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) . Gene number represents gene predicted in transcript discovery completed on the three BAC clones in this study (Supplemental Table S11 ). A dash (-) implies a gene is not present in the BAC or the transcript discovery. ¶ Glyma IDs for genes present from the Williams 82 reference assembly (Wm82.a2.v1, www.phytozome.gov). # dash (-), gene is not present in corresponding assembly.
BAC sequences as a reference and anchor the location of the contigs in both assemblies to the three BAC sequences ( Fig. 2 ; Table 3 ). However, there are still gaps within this region and the exact distance between the BACs for both PI 567301B and Wyandot still remains to be determined.
Comparison of Genomic Organization Between Williams 82, Bacterial Artificial Chromosome, and Hybrid Assembled Quantitative Disease Resistance Locus Region
The three BAC clone sequences were aligned to the putative region of the QDRL on chromosome 8 in the Williams 82 reference using Mauve progressive alignment (Supplemental Fig. S2 ; Darling et al., 2010; V2.4 .0). The three BACs had similar regions to Williams 82 sequence. However, multiple segments in the BACs-56G2, 104J7, and 77G7-a-were inverted compared with the Williams 82 reference (Supplemental Fig. S3A-C) . This confirms results published earlier by Clough et al. (2004) and Tuteja and Vodkin (2008) . The hybrid assembled regions in both PI 567301B and Wyandot were then aligned to the three BAC clone sequences using Mauve V2.4.0 (Darling et al., 2010) (Supplemental Fig. S4A-B) . The aligned assembled contigs of PI 567301B and Wyandot to the three BAC clone sequences had a similar alignment with only one region was rearranged in PI 567301B (Supplemental Fig. S4 .A). This same region was also rearranged between PI 567301B and Wyandot alignments and coincided with the rearrangement of the second and third gene cluster as mentioned above. These results support the use of these three BAC clone sequences as trusted contigs for this region.
I Locus Influence on Seed Coat Color and Putative Role in F. graminearum Resistance
Because of the I locus influence on seed coat color and the difference in seed coat colors between PI 56301B (greenish brown) and Wyandot (yellow), we evaluated the potential role of the I locus in F. graminearum resistance in soybean. BAC104J7 harbors the i i allele, which has two identical, repeated CHS clusters (Cluster A and B) that have also been verified in genotypes with the I and i i alleles (Todd and Vodkin 1996; Clough et al., 2004; Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) . In addition to the parental lines and Williams 82, we evaluated two Williams derived lines: isoline Williams 79 and mutant Williams 55. This mutant line harbors a putative deletion in Cluster B of CHS genes in the I locus region, which results in the black seed coat (Todd and Vodkin, 1996; Tuteja et al., 2004) . These five genotypes-PI 567301B, Wyandot, Williams 82 and the mutants, Williams 55, and Williams 79-were each inoculated with F. graminearum and rated 7 d after inoculation. Williams 79, which carries the i i allele (Todd and Vodkin, 1996) , had a similar lesion development and DSI vs. the susceptible parent Wyandot. Whereas, Williams 55, with the i allele and containing the deletion in the inverted CHS gene Cluster B (Todd and Vodkin 1996; Tuteja et al., 2004) , had a reduction in disease severity toward F. graminearum similar to that of the resistant parent PI 567301B (Fig. 3A) . This indicates that a portion of the genes associated with the deletion of the CHS Cluster B may play a role in resistance to F. graminearum, either as susceptibility factors acting as targets for the pathogen in the more susceptible genotypes or in alteration to the expression of anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins which could limit fungal colonization. Thus, resistance to F. graminearum may be contributed by or tightly linked with the I locus.
To test the hypothesis that resistance is functionally associated with seed coat pigment, seed coats of PI 567301B, Wyandot, Conrad (resistant), Sloan (susceptible), and Williams 82 (susceptible) were removed and the seed without the seed coats were inoculated with F. graminearum. To ensure that the process of imbibing the seed to remove the seed coat was not contributing to any susceptibility, a water-soaked seed was added as a control. As hypothesized, when the seed coat was removed, the resistant lines PI 567301B and Conrad became susceptible to F. graminearum infection (Fig. 3B) . This seed coat removal experiment was also completed on Williams 79 and Williams 55 (Fig. 3C) . Similarly, when the seed coat was removed, an increase in susceptibility to BeadChip marker (Glyma. version 2) is located within each contig for each genotype. Marker names that are underlined and colored correspond to known locations with the three bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clones: red, BAC56G2; green, BAC104J7; purple, BAC77G7-a. Black arrows indicate Flanking and peak QDRL markers from previous quantitative disease resistant loci mapping completed by Acharya et al. (2015) . The KASP markers 108900_1, 109600_1, 110100_2, and 111500_2 are not represented in this figure because of multiple mappings or incomplete assembly in these regions. Markers that are present in the PI 567301B assembly and not in the Wyandot assembly are due to incomplete assembly of these regions. Conversion of Glyma. version 2 of SoySNP6KChip BARC markers to ssIDs are referenced in Supplemental Table S12.
F. graminearum was observed in the resistant Williams 55 with the CHS deletion. These results indicate that the factors associated with resistance to F. graminearum in soybean may be related to pigments in the seed coat or to other genes nearby the I locus that are also expressed or otherwise active in the seed coat.
Since we confirmed that this region is near the I locus, we examined PI 567301B and Wyandot to determine if a similar deletion was present. Primers for regions flanking CHS1 of Cluster A and flanking beyond CHS1 of the second CHS Cluster B previously developed by Clough et al. (2004) , Tuteja et al. (2004) , and Tuteja and Vodkin (2008) were amplified in PI 567301B and Wyandot. However, the regions corresponding to CHS4, SUB99, and the 3¢ end of CHS1 were not amplified in the Wyandot sequence, while a portion of the SUB99 was also not amplified PI 567301B (Fig. 4) , suggesting there may be a deletion of the subtilisin gene in the Wyandot sequence making this subtilisin gene a candidate gene for susceptibility to F. graminearum.
To further explore the involvement of the seed coat pigment in resistance to F. graminearum, all of the soybean accessions that were classified as having the same seed coat pigment as PI 567301B (greenish brown) in the GRIN database were selected (Supplemental Table S10 ; accessed: Sept. 2017). However, the seed coat colors varied from those reported in GRIN. Thus, seed coat color was re-evaluated on the seed obtained for each accession (Supplemental Fig. S5 ). The 99 soybean accessions were inoculated with F. graminearum. Approximately 76 of the Glyma.08G111900 979 NA --- † SNPs are located in corresponding genes based on the Williams 82 reference sequence (Wm82.a2.v1, www.phytozome.gov). ‡ Base pair location of the SNP based on the sequence from mapping MiSeq reads from Wyandot to PI 567301B consensus using CLC Bio. § SNPs that were identified in the coding region using MiSeq reads were validated in the MinION hybrid assembly using three BACs as a reference. NA, not validated in BAC sequence. ¶ Physical base pair location based off three BAC reference sequence. EF, represent BAC56G2; CS, merged BAC104J7 and BAC77G7-a 5'-3'.
# Physical base pair location based on contigs from the PI 567301B assembly. J1, Joined_contigs_1_pilon_75916bp; J3, Joined_contig_3_pilon_91274bp. † † Physical base pair location based on contigs from Wyandot assembly. N1, represents contig Node1_pilon19747bp; N16, Node16_pilon_1440bp; J1, Joined_contigs_1_pilon68841bp; J2, Joined_contig_2_ pilon35210bp. ‡ ‡ SNP not validated in original RIL genotyping.
99 had statistically similar levels of resistance toward F. graminearum as PI 567301B. Only one accession was more susceptible than Wyandot (Fig. 3D) . However, no overall trend was observed within the germplasm for the relationship between seed coat color and resistance. Thus, seed coat color per se may not be responsible for resistance. Yet, several additional sources of resistance to F. graminearum were identified from this set of germplasm.
To further evaluate the involvement of the I locus in F. graminearum resistance, differential gene expression was measured in the two parents of the population: Wyandot and PI 567301B. The parents of the population were inoculated with F. graminearum at planting, and tissue was collected 48 h after inoculation from both mock and inoculated seedlings. Annotated genes of the BAC104J7, which harbors the I locus completed by Clough et al. (2004) , were used as a reference in the differential expression analysis. A total of three genes (RNA 0, 1, 11), annotated as an actin-related complex protein, an unknown protein, and a hypothetical protein, respectively, were differentially expressed between the two parents in the inoculated treatment (Fig. 5) . Although annotated as an unknown protein in Clough et al. (2004) , RNA 1 is homologous to a gene encoding a histidine kinase-, DNA gyrase B-, and HSP90-like ATPase family protein in Arabidopsis. In contrast, RNA 11, annotated as a hypothetical protein, has no known homolog. In a comparison between the two inoculated parents, RNA 1 and 11 were found to be highly expressed in the susceptible parent, whereas RNA 0 was highly expressed in the resistant parent. There was no significant differential gene expression between inoculated and noninoculated treatments in either PI 567031B or in Wyandot. Therefore, there may be a constitutive difference between the two lines playing a role in the resistance to F. graminearum. This is consistent with resistance requiring the seed coat.
RNA Sequencing using Three Bacterial Artificial Chromosome Clone Sequences as a Reference
The three differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between PI 567301B and Wyandot identified using BAC104J7 as a reference led to an evaluation for DEGs across the entire region using all three BAC clone sequences as a reference. Two of the BAC clone sequences (BAC56G2 and BAC77G7-a) did not have an available annotation from GenBank at the time of this study. Thus, CLC bio transcript discovery pipeline was used to predict transcripts for all three BAC clone sequences (Supplemental Table  S11 ). Once predicted transcripts were annotated, HiSeq PE reads were mapped back to the BAC clone sequences and counted using CLC bio. A total of 19 genes that correspond to those in the three BACs were significantly Fig. 3 . Disease severity index (DSI) percentage was determined in a rolled-towel assay, each bar represents the average of two to three reps with each rep comprised of 10 to 15 seeds. (A) Average DSI for the Williams mutant pair, Williams82, and the two parents of the recombinant inbred line population. Significance P-value < 0.05 using PROC GLM ANOVA; (B) Two resistant genotypes (Conrad and PI 567301B) with seed coats removed, soaked, or a control seed PROC GLM ANOVA by genotype, P-value < 0.05; (C) Williams mutant pair with seed coat removed and imbibed seeds, Students t-test, by genotype (P-value < 0.05); Susceptible varieties not shown are due to no significant difference in treatment; (D) The 99 soybean accessions with brownish-green seed coat classification; solid and dashed line represents average DSI of PI 567301B and Wyandot, respectively. The letters on the x-axis indicate the color of the seed coat: BB, brown-black; RB, reddish-brown; B, brown; GB, greenishbrown; LGB, light greenish-brown; G, green; W, white. Fig. 4 . Schematic of putative deletion within the 27 kb of chalcone synthase (CHS) Cluster A and B from BAC104J7 Tuteja et al., 2004 ). An X indicates the fragment was not amplified in the polymerase chain reaction verification of 27 kb CHS Cluster A and B for the 15 fragments in PI 567301B (top) and Wyandot (bottom).
differentially expressed in at least one of the four comparisons (Fig. 6 ). Similar to our previous results, no DEGs were significantly different in the inoculated PI 567301B compared with the mock PI 567301B treatment, again, consistent with constitutive difference between PI 567301B and Wyandot being responsible for resistance. In the comparison between the mock treatments of PI 567301B and Wyandot, 11 DEGs were significant with five genes significantly upregulated and six genes significantly downregulated in the resistant parent compared with the susceptible (Fig. 6) . These upregulated genes included CHS1, CHS3, two genes predicted to encode selenium-binding protein 1, and one predicted to encode an uncharacterized protein (Table 4) . Significantly downregulated genes included those putatively encoding one uncharacterized protein, a protein with no prediction, two predicted adenosylhomocysteinases, a serine hydroxylmethyltransferase, and a cytochrome P450 (Table 5 ). A total of 14 genes were differentially expressed between inoculated Wyandot and PI 567301B. Of the 14 genes, nine were significantly induced and five genes were significantly suppressed. These included a gene putatively encoding an actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit 4, which corresponds to RNA 0 in BAC104J7, confirming our previous RNA-seq results. Interestingly, seven DEGs were identified in both the inoculated treatment between resistant and susceptible parent and the mock treatment between the resistant and susceptible parent (Table 4, 5) . These DEGs exhibiting similar expression patterns regardless of treatment adds further support that the resistance is due to constitutive differences between the resistant and susceptible parents.
Four genes that were differentially expressed between the parents of the population are located near three markers-Gm_111500_1, Gm_110100_2, and Gm 111300_2-within the QDRL and peak marker Gm08_8571552. These four genes-putatively encoding actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit (ARPC), an unknown protein, a hypothetical protein, and CHS3-were differentially expressed between the resistant and susceptible parent (Fig. 7) . These results suggest that these four DEGs are putative candidates for resistance or susceptibility to F. graminearum in soybean.
DISCUSSION
The ultimate goal of our research was to identify key candidate genes for resistance to F. graminearum in the major QDRL on chromosome 8. We were able to narrow this region by increasing the marker density at the QDRL. However, full sequencing of the region was . Differential gene expression of Wyandot and PI 567301B using the BAC104J7 harboring the I locus as a reference. Red bars represent a positive log fold change (log FC) and blue represents a negative log fold change. Log FC signage is referring to Wyandot log FC or mock. The top panel represents log FC between inoculated PI 567301B and Wyandot, second panel represents log FC between inoculated PI 567301B and mock PI 567301B, third panel represents log FC between mock PI 567301B and mock Wyandot, the last panel represents log FC inoculated Wyandot and mock Wyandot. An asterisk (*) represents adjusted P-value < 0.05. Fig. 6 . Differential gene expression of PI 567301B and Wyandot using the predicted genes from transcript discovery of the three bacterial artificial chromosomes-BAC56G2, BAC104J7, and BAC77G7-a-as a reference. Red bars represent a positive log fold change (log FC) and blue represents a negative log fold change. Bar represents log fold change for Wyandot or mock. The top panel represents log FC between inoculated PI 567301B and Wyandot, second panel represents log FC between inoculated PI 567301B and mock PI 567301B, third panel represents log FC between mock PI 567301B and mock Wyandot, the last panel represents log FC inoculated Wyandot and mock Wyandot. An asterisk (*) represents adjusted P-value < 0.05. For putative annotations for gene IDs refer to Supplemental Table S11. necessary to reveal the possible causal structural variation and further analysis of DEGs further informed us on the putative causal mechanisms for resistance.
High-density mapping of this region in the Wyandot ´ PI 567301B RIL population with seven additional markers, of which four were anchored to the three BAC clone sequences, confirmed the locations of BACs within this region. The genetic interval encompassed by the QDRL in this study was reduced by nearly 50% from previous mappings (Acharya et al., 2015) , and through discovery of the order of the markers within the BAC clone sequences and newly assembled PI 567301B and Wyandot regions, we were able to confirm the changes in gene order between the two parents.
A total of eight and five genes annotated in the Williams 82 reference sequence were present in the PI 567301B or Wyandot contigs, respectively. These include genes putatively encoding receptor-like kinase, aspartokinase-homoserine dehydrogenase, CHSs 1 and 5, a TBC1 domain family member, a serine hydroxymethyltransferase 2, a methyltransferase-like protein, a myb-like protein, and a cytochrome P450. We evaluated the 38 genes from the original QDRL interval annotated in the Williams 82 reference for differential expression between resistant and susceptible lines or in response to inoculation. Of the DEGs identified based on the Williams 82 reference, only six genes were mapped to the newly assembled regions including SHMT, four CHSs, and a cytochrome P450.
Overall, differences in gene annotations and arrangements published in the Williams 82 genome sequence made it difficult to confidently identify potential candidate genes for resistance to F. graminearum. However, with the use of BACs, sequenced by Clough et al. (2004) and Tuteja and Vodkin (2008) , that harbor Rhg4 and the I locus, which overlap the QDRL toward F. graminearum on chromosome 8, we were able to assemble the genome in this region from the parental lines Wyandot and PI 567301B. Following a new sequence assembly of this Table 4 . Significantly induced differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in PI 567301B (PI) and Wyandot (WY) identified from transcript analysis at 48 h after inoculation at planting and compared with the sequence of the genes from the three BAC clone sequences 56G2, 104J7, and 77G7-a. region based on the three previously reported BACs Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) , DEG analysis of the 55 genes predicted in the region identified 10 putative candidates for resistance or susceptibility to F. graminearum. These included genes putatively encoding a subtilisin-like protease and SUB1 homolog precursor, an adenosylhomocysteinase, a selenium-binding protein, ARPC, CHS1 and CHS3, a cytochrome P450, an unknown protein, and a hypothetical protein. Among these, the unknown expressed protein was not present in the PI 567301B assembly, and the subtilisin and cytochrome P450 were not present in the Wyandot assembly. However, RNA-seq results exhibit the upregulation of the cytochrome p450 in the susceptible parent compared with the resistant in the mock inoculated treatment. Thus, additional sequencing will need to be completed to confirm the presence or absence of these genes.
Significantly induced DEGs
Fusarium graminearum is more commonly known to cause disease in wheat and corn, and because of this, more is known about the mechanisms of resistance in these systems. Specifically in wheat, a cytochrome P450 is known to be highly expressed during early infection by F. graminearum in Fusarium head blight and deoxynivalenol (DON)-resistant cultivars, and it is also known that this gene family contributes to DON resistance, a mycotoxin produced by F. graminearum (Gunupuru et al., 2018) . Interestingly, a gene encoding a cytochrome P450 gene has also been characterized in a major QDRL in corn and was found to have higher expression in the resistant inbred line. Indeed, a gene putatively encoding a cytochrome P450 (Gene 54, Table 4 ) was differentially expressed between PI 567301B and Wyandot in the newly assembled sequence; however, higher expression was measured in the susceptible parent.
An additional two putative candidate genes for resistance are the two genes putatively encoding subtilisin (Gene 7 and 26, Table 4 ). The subtilisin gene contains a putative partial deletion in the subtilisin gene flanking the B cluster of the I locus identified through no PCR amplification and no contigs assembled in this region of gene 27 in the Wyandot assembly. Studies by Batchelor et al. (2000) and Bahry and Zimmer (2015) have shown seed coat subtilisin 1 (SCS1) to be highly expressed in the seed coat of soybean seeds. SCS1 is known to be associated with formation and differentiation of parenchyma cells derived from the inner seed coat. These cells play a role in apoplastic translocation of nutrients to the embryo, thus contributing to the formation of vascular network involved in providing nutrients to the embryo during its formation (Moïse et al., 2005) . Our results show that removal of the seed coat causes highly resistant lines to become susceptible to F. graminearum, indicating that proteins or secondary compounds in the seed coat may be playing a role in resistance. SCS1 is differentially expressed in the seed coat (Batchelor et al., 2000; Bahry and Zimmer, 2015) , there were two overexpressed subtilisin genes (subtilisin-like protease and SUB1 homolog precursor) in the resistant compared with the susceptible parent, and there is putative partial deletion in the SUB1 homolog in Wyandot. These findings indicate potential roles for one or both of these genes in resistance to F. graminearum.
Four positional candidate genes that are located near markers within the newly refined mapping interval and that were differentially expressed between the resistant and susceptible parent were identified. These included genes putatively encoding an ARPC and a CHS3, which were both upregulated in the resistant parent, while the genes putatively encoding a hypothetical protein and unknown expressed protein (RNA 1) were upregulated in the susceptible parent. Relevant structural variation was also observed; the sequence of the unknown protein was not present in the resistant parent. Interestingly, the ARPC and the gene encoding the unknown protein are located on the 3¢ end of BAC104J7 harboring the I locus, whereas the genes encoding the CHS3 and hypothetical protein are located on the 5¢ end of this same BAC clone . The location of these DEGs is intriguing because of the deletion in the Williams isoline mutant. The mutant Williams 55 contains a putative deletion in the CHS regions in the I locus encompassing the CHS Cluster B and extended into CHS Cluster A genes (Todd and Vodkin 1996; Clough et al., 2004; Tuteja et al., 2004; Tuteja and Vodkin 2008) . The results from our hybrid assembly show that the unknown protein is present in the Wyandot sequence but was not annotated in the PI 567301B sequence. Gene deletions within this region have the potential to play a role in resistance to F. Fig. 7 . Schematic of the location of the differentially expressed genes based on the three reference bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) clone sequences. Genes outlined in red boxes indicates it was induced in resistant parent and yellow box indicates induced in susceptible parent. Boxes with dotted lines indicate gene was not annotated in respected reassembled sequence. Red tick mark indicated flanking markers of the fine mapped 2.7 cM from recombinant inbred line population genetic map, blue tick marks indicates left flanking and peak quantitative disease resistant loci (QDRL) marker from original QDRL analysis completed by Acharya et al. (2015) , and black dashed tick marks indicates selected additional Kompetitive allele specific polymerase chain reaction (KASP) and BARC markers located on BAC sequences.
graminearum. The significant induction of the unknown and hypothetical proteins in the susceptible parent following inoculation makes these two genes putative candidates for susceptibility factors.
Numerous studies have shown that the I locus influences seed coat color and the presence or absence of anthocyanins and proanthocyanidins (Todd and Vodkin, 1996; Clough et al., 2004; Tuteja et al., 2004; Heller and Hahlbrock, 1980; Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) . Chalcone synthase is known to play a key role in the flavonoid biosynthesis pathway that can result in production of secondary metabolite precursors such as proanthocyanidins and anthocyanins that have antifungal properties (Heller and Hahlbrock, 1980) . Previous studies have shown that the black-seeded mutants have deletions that encompass CHS Cluster B genes in the I locus (Todd and Vodkin, 1996; Tuteja et al., 2004) . In our study, the expression of resistance tied to the seed coat along with RNA-seq data infers that CHS and the flavonoid pathway are playing a role in resistance to F. graminearum or that these genes are tightly linked to the genes controlling the QDRL, which are acting in the seed coat. However, numerous black-seed soybean genotypes were previously reported to be highly susceptible to F. graminearum (Acharya et al., 2015) as well as many green seed types identified in this study. Thus, the seed coat color itself may not be playing a role in resistance but other components associated with the seed coat may function in the response to infection. Differentially expressed CHS genes have been detected in multiple comparisons between the resistant and susceptible parent. Specifically, CHS 1 and 5 were identified as DEGs in three different comparisons and are considered positional genes of interest.
This QDRL region harbors an ARPC, hypothetical and unknown proteins, subtilisin, and numerous CHS genes as potential candidate genes for resistance or susceptibility to F. graminearum. Some of these CHS genes are naturally occurring duplicates, and others have high sequence similarity (Todd and Vodkin, 1996; Tuteja et al., 2004; Tuteja and Vodkin, 2008) . These similar sequences and repeats make it extremely difficult to sequence and assemble these regions. Ultimately, based on high-density mapping, sequencing and assembly of the genomic region encompassed by the QDRL, and DEG analysis, we were able to (i) identify four strong putative positional candidate genes including an actin-related protein 2/3 complex subunit, an unknown protein, a hypothetical protein, and a chalcone synthase 3 for resistance or susceptibility to F. graminearum in soybean; (ii) narrow the genetic region to 2.7 cM; and (iii) identify molecular markers for MAS.
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